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Abstract 

Any pandemic or major events have the capacity to change the world perspective and also 

can destroy the social fabric by misinformation of hatred spreading. Every major crisis not only 

brought destruction and public data or opinions about the event but also their thoughts. Most of 

the thoughts also includes communal attacks on other community or country. In this situation 

authorities need to identify the perpetrators who generally belongs to big media houses or 

politically connected. For this we build a classifier which can differentiate between normal and 

abnormal message and also detects URL for better identification. This classifier can be very 

helpful in such major events. 

1. Introduction 

Online social media has become an open place for anyone to make 

derogatory comments and spreading misinformation. Specially gaining 

popularity of Twitter, anyone can post their feeling become a place to spread 

fake messages and target a particular section. Sometimes handling such 

situations left authorities with no options but to shut down the internet 
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services to stop spreading of misinformation. But with increasing digital 

world internet shutdown also halt important works. Such examples can be 

seen recently in Srilanka where government had to shut down internet 

communication in order to protect communal classes and also in India where 

recently government had to shut down internet multiple times in order to 

restrict spreading of misinformation. This paper enables authorities to filter 

out such posts during any disaster events without going through such hefty 

process of shutting down the internet. The author further elaborates the 

existing system by introducing malicious URL detection procedure. 

The overview of the paper is organized as follows: 

(1) A brief of related works and literature review is done. In next section,  

(2) In next section, implementation of the work process is mentioned and 

data details. 

(3) In third section, results are mentioned and explained in detail. In last 

section the paper is concluded. 

2. Literature Review 

The overall loss of the energy in the infected populace is one of the 

catastrophic outcomes. Hatred and disinformation also propagate to the 

impacted area, which could lead to serious worsening of the law-and-order 

system, taking advantage of such a vulnerable situation [9]. The general loss 

of energy among the afflicted populace is one of the troubling tragedies 

dropping out [10]. Hate and disinformation also circulate in the area affected, 

which can lead to serious worsening of the environment in law and order, 

taking advantage of this vulnerable situation [24]. 

Online social networks (OSM) such as Twitter and Facebook are currently 

severely infected with derogatory or violent posts, such as spam, cyber 

bullying, hate speech, and so on. In recent years a lot of research has been 

done to identify various forms of offensive material automatically [17]. Hate 

speech can be categorized into several groups in which individuals target 

different characteristics of the target group, such as faith, age, race, gender, 

etc. Hatred travels across social media, where Facebook is progressively a 

powerful tool, is significantly improved. Public tweets directed at certain 
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religious or racial groups are particularly harmful and potentially 

dangerous[18]. Microblogging locales like Twitter have become significant 

wellsprings of ongoing data during fiasco occasions [11]. A lot of important 

situational data is accessible in these destinations; nonetheless, this data is 

submerged among a huge number of tweets, generally containing 

assumptions and assessment of the majority, that are posted during such 

occasions [2]. In social media stages, abhor discourse can be an explanation of 

“digital clash” which can influence social life in both of individual-level and 

nation level [25]. Scornful and adversarial content proliferated by means of 

social systems can possibly cause mischief and enduring on a person premise 

and lead to social strain and confusion past the internet [14]. In any case, 

social systems can’t control all the substance that clients post. Therefore, 

there is an interest for programmed identification of abhor discourse [3]. 

At the point when a catastrophe happens, all people react to it in their 

own particular manners [12]. The correspondence needs during the 

emergency reaction organize are uncommon in both sum and structures. 

Synchronous correspondence, for example, telephone discussion, is 

continuously intensely utilized among crisis reaction groups and between 

individuals in the hazardous situation and those outside the region [5]. In the 

interim, off beat correspondence by means of the web is similarly significant. 

For instance, individuals who are in the region of an emergency can give first 

hand circumstance updates to the general population by means of the web, 

and individuals who can’t arrive at colleagues in the influenced zone can call 

for help on the web [1]. Social systems administration is as of now a backbone 

of regular day to day existence, and its utilization and significance inside 

research and instruction is as of now demonstrated in word related treatment 

[16]. Twitter and other microblogging administrations have become in 

superfluous wellsprings of data in the present web [26]. Understanding the 

primary factors that make certain bits of information spread rapidly in these 

stages can be definitive for the investigation of assessment development and 

numerous other conclusion mining errands [19]. 

Microblogging is one type of social media that is being immediately 

embraced. It offers approaches to recover, produce and spread data; the 

nature of that sharing has a lifecycle of data generation and utilization that is 

quick what’s more, tedious [6]. Progressively, microblogging is being 
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considered as a method for crisis correspondences as a result of its developing 

universality, interchanges rate, what’s more, cross-stage openness. This 

medium is likewise observed as a spot for “gathering” data during an 

emergency occasion to figure out what’s going on the ground [8]. 

Social media reach is across the board with the end goal that data 

ventures exceptionally quick with no topographical fringe or requirements. 

The period of Internet has changed the way individuals express their 

perspectives and feelings. It is currently basically done through social media 

[13]. These days, a great many individuals are utilizing social system locales 

like Twitter, Facebook, Google Plus, and so on, to express one’s feelings, 

sentiment and offer perspectives about their day by day lives. Be that as it 

may, they may not know about the issues and conflicts stimulating among 

various class of individuals in the society [7]. 

3. Implementation 

In this section, the implementation details are mentioned. The software is 

implemented on java. In the software, the classifier used is support vector 

machine. In support vector machine, the vectors of each tweet set are 

obtained and a Euclidean distance is calculated. Then after training, for the 

test dataset same sequence is obtained. The minimum matching distance is 

then used for characterizing between communal and non-communal posts.  

The training data set is taken from the following link: 

http://www.cnergres.iitkgp.ac.in/blog/2017/11/18/disaster/. 

The test example keywords used are - Muslims, Christians, attack, 

terrorists, and so on as features. The training data set consists of tweets for 

example- 0, satishgahmari - Earlier today: relief materials and equipment for 

earthquake assistance being loaded on aircraft bound for... 

http://t.co/ZvUeRNLcDk. Also, the tests are performed on tweets for example- 

I hate Muslims. 

In the existing communal post detection system, author has given concept 

to detect normal or communal tweets but not given any concept to detect 

malicious users and most of the time malicious users are only responsible to 

spread communal tweets and here new proposed concept is added which is 

the concept to detect such malicious users. In almost all tweets’ users give 
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URL link to post videos or any other greeting text. URLS will contain a long 

text but tweeter can accept only 140 characters and to avoid such problem 

twitter has introduced SHORTEN URL concept where big URL will be map 

to shorten URL. Shorten URL can give in tweets and when user click on such 

URL then twitter automatically obtained big URL mapping from Shorten 

URL. 

Example 

Stack over flow shorten URL 

Short URL = http://s.tk/ 

When one paste above short URL in browser and then press enter key 

then automatically that URL changes to big URL as below one 

Big URL = https://stackexchange.com/ 

Malicious users may take advantage of such technique to spread tweets 

with such Shorten URL which will redirect user to malicious websites upon 

click by user on such URLS. Malicious Web site then steals information from 

user system and sent to malicious users. 

Always malicious users will have only one or few websites and they create 

lakhs of shorten URL which map to such few malicious web sites. Upon user 

click on such URLs users may be redirected to such web sites. 

To detect such malicious link twitter is already using black listed URLS 

but it is not sufficient to detect different shorten URLS. To overcome from 

this problem, one can analyze all URLS to check whether they are redirecting 

to same website or not. If multiple Shorten URLS redirecting users to same 

website, then one can make such URL as malicious and don’t require 

maintaining any black listed URL database. This is proposed concept feature 

methodology of the system. In figure 1, user case diagram is shown. Figure 2 

is flowchart of proposed algorithm. 

Below is the code to get expand URL from short URL 

public static String expand URL(String shortened URL) throws 

IOException { URL url = new URL(shortenedUrl);  // open connection 

HttpURLConnection httpURLConnection = 

(HttpURLConnection)url.openConnection(Proxy.NO_PROXY); // stop 

following browser redirect 
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httpURLConnection.setInstanceFollowRedirects(false);  // extract location 

header containing the actual destination URl String 

expandedURL=httpURLConnection.getHeaderField("Location"); 

 httpURLConnection.disconnect(); “ 

   return expandedURL; 

} 

 

Figure 1. User case Diagram of Proposed System. 

In figure 1, it is seen that the user case diagram is mentioned. It consists 

of the following steps for the processing of the software-upload dataset, read 

dataset, build the classifier, upload test tweets, communal and non-

communal graphs, malicious detection. Out of these all processes can be 

executed by the user in sequence. 
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Figure 2. Activity Flowchart of implementation. 

In figure 2, the flowchart is mentioned, all the steps are mentioned in the 

step-by-step guide of the flowchart sequencing as per terms mentioned in the 

user case diagram for the sequencing of the data. Here, no step can be 

skipped for proper functioning of the software to obtain correct results and 

high accuracies. 

4. Results 

In this section the results are mentioned as obtained from the above 
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implementation: In table 1, the test results are shown on the basis of 

communal and non-communal posts.  

Table 1. Test Results of Classification. 

Tweet Text  Classified Tweet  Classification 

Result  

Muslim terrorist 

behind all attack  

56,gkrajvanshi - 

Huh, its Muslim 

behind California 

attack  

Communal  

kill all Radical 

Muslims  

39,imJr19 - 

Radical Muslims 

want to behead u, 

moderate 

Muslims want 

radical Muslims 

to behead your n 

liberals want to 

save them.  

Communal  

missionaries who 

are looting from 

whatever's left 

after earthquake  

10,arun735 - 

Fuck these 

missionaries who 

are scavenging 

from whatever's 

left after the 

#NepalEarthquak

e Have some 

shame and 

humanity.  

Communal  

U.S. Sending 

Disaster 

Response Team, 

$1 Million in Aid 

to Nepal  

0,_Sourabh_Sing

h - RT Times 

Now “US sending 

disaster response 

team and $1 

Noncommunal  
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million aid to 

Nepal after 

earthquake”  

Earlier today: 

relief materials 

and equipment 

for earthquake 

assistance being 

loaded on 

aircraft.  

0,satishgahmari - 

Earlier today: 

relief materials 

and equipment 

for earthquake 

assistance being 

loaded on aircraft 

bound for... 

http://t.co/ZvUeR

NLcDk  

Noncommunal  

I hate Muslims  39,imJr19 - 

Radical Muslims 

want to behead u, 

moderate 

Muslims want 

radical Muslims 

to behead your n 

liberals want to 

save them.  

Communal  

Table 1 has shown the tweet classification of tweets and it is seen that it 

is classifying the results correctly, for example, I hate Muslims is correctly 

classified as a communal post. In figure 3, the chart of communal and non-

communal tweets is shown. In this chart it is seen that communal post 

detected are less than that of non – communal post according to the training 

dataset. 
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Figure 3. Communal and Non-communal tweets graph. 

In table shown below as table 2, the implementation modules are 

mentioned which can only be performed in sequence starting from the first 

according to the flow chart definitions. The processes involved are namely- 

Upload train dataset, in this the train data set is uploaded. Read train 

dataset is performed to view the trained tweets. Build classifier process 

involves the execution of the classifier used. The uploading of test dataset is 

done to obtain the final outputs. Now user can build communal and non-

communal charts, and malicious URL is detected next as per implementation 

and then represented on a chart. 

Table 2. Proposed work implementation. 

Modules Information 

Upload Train Dataset 

Read Train Dataset 

Build Classifier 

Upload Test Dataset 

Communal and Non-Communal Tweet Graph 

Malicious URL Detection 

Malicious URL Chart 

Table 2 has shown the malicious URL detection algorithm is also added 

with chart. 
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Table 3. Result of Malicious URL detection. 

In table 3, the detection of malicious URL is shown. It shows the tweet, 

short URL, expanded URL and its counts. In figure 4, chart is represented for 

malicious URL detection. Its shows that significant number of malicious URL 

are detected in the training dataset while only a few were detected as 

communal. 

Tweet Text Short URL Expand URL 

URL 

Count 

1,Prashanth_Cruis - RT 

@PrashanthCru_PC: 

Gain followers RT 

Bisham Bazaar 

Ambulance service: 

+977 4244121 

http://t.co/vYmnRnSTh

G 

http://t.co/vYmnRnSThG https://t.co/vYmnRnSThG 7 

Patients have been put 

on parking lot. 

http://t.co/sR3JuvidaX 

http://t.co/sR3JuvidaX https://t.co/sR3JuvidaX 4 

0,EarthquakeLast - ML 

2.9 OFFSHORE 

VALPARAISO, CHILE 

http://t.co/69xW9srvsm 

#Earthquake #Quake 

http://t.co/USGFXXf7G

H 

http://t.co/69xW9srvsm https://t.co/69xW9srvsm 6 
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Figure 4. Normal and malicious URL chart. 

Conclusion 

This paper is the main endeavor toward describing communal tweets 

posted during the calamity situation and investigating the clients engaged 

with posting such tweets with malignant URL identification. Here, proposed 

an occasion autonomous classifier that can be utilized to sift through 

communal tweets early. Clients associated with starting and advancing 

communal substance structure a solid social bond among themselves. 

Furthermore, the vast majority of the clients blow up all of a sudden because 

of such sort of occasions and express their hates to explicit strict networks 

engaged with the occasion. see that, during a fiasco, a few clients additionally 

post against communal substance requesting that individuals quit spreading 

communal posts, and it is important to counter the potential antagonistic 

impacts of communal tweets have proposed an occasion autonomous classifier 

to distinguish such enemy of communal tweets. Be that as it may, have 

discovered such enemy of communal tweets are retweeted significantly less 

contrasted with communal tweets and they are likewise not many in number 

contrasted with communal tweets. At long last, proposed an ongoing 

framework where tweets are arranged as communal or non-communal and 

malignant URL are likewise identified for security reason. Furthermore, this 

classifier can be enhanced with automatic detection of keywords and added to 

the training data set. 
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